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Entropy of Hawking Radiation



A black hole is a quantum system with 


1.    number of d.o.f.


2. Evolves unitary under time evolution

AreaH

4GN

Central Dogma of Black Holes

Is this assumption justified?



What we know about black holes



Black holes have thermal entropy



Canonical partition function; sum over the phase space 

…assigned by the gravity path integral

Z[β] = Tr[e−βH]
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Canonical partition function; sum over the phase space 

Thermal entropy: 

…assigned by the gravity path integral

Z[β] = Tr[e−βH]

Md+1 ∼ S1 × RdBoundary condition:

= ∫ Dgμνe−I[g] × Zm[g] ⊃ e−I[gcg] × Zm[gcg]

ds2 = (1 −
rs

r ) dτ2 + (1 −
rs

r )
−1

dr2 + r2dΩ2

τ ∼ τ + β

r = rs

STh = (1 − β∂β) ln Z[β] =
AreaH

4GN
+ Sm,out[bh]



GPI suggests that a black hole has  number of d.o.f.AreaH

4GN

Gravity 
path integral SThermal =

AreaH

4GN



Hilbert space of a quantum black hole would have dimension


This bounds its fine-grained (von Neumann) entropy 

Von Neumann entropy measures uncertainty in a quantum state  
=> Maximum uncertainty is the total number of possible states.

Quantum black holes

|ℋQBH | =
AreaH

4GN

SvN[ρQBH] ≡ − Tr [ ρQBH ln ρQBH] ≤
AreaH

4GN

Theorem: SvN ≤ SThermal



Gravity 
path integral SThermal =

AreaH

4GN

Quantum 
Mechanics} SvN[ρQBH] ≤

AreaH

4GN



Black holes evaporate



Pair-creation at the event horizon


Vacuum at the horizon = entangled state in Hawking mode basis

…by emitting Hawking radiation

t1

t2

t3

Entanglement



Two steps involved in Hawking’s calculation:


1. Matter state prepared on top of black hole saddle:


2. Compute matter entropy

Hawking’s assumption

SHawking[Rad] = Sm[Rad]
Rad

Ψm[gBH]

ρRad → ⟨ρRad⟩gs SHawking = − tr [⟨ρRad⟩gs
ln⟨ρRad⟩gs]



Entanglement between black hole and radiation gets too large

Black holes get over-filled

Time
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Entanglement between black hole and radiation gets too large


Predicts light objects with arbitrarily large number of internal states

Black holes get over-filled

Time

SThermal =
AreaH

4GN
SHawking = SvN[Rad]



Pure to Mixed

Pure

Mixed



Why is it a paradox? 
 
Trusted assumption lead to unpalatable conclusions


Does quantum mechanics break down?


Where are those high degeneracy small mass objects?

Information Paradox
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A new formula from the GPI



There are new contributions from the gravity path integral


X is fixed by extremizing Sgen

Gravitational fine-grained entropy

SvN[Rad] = minXext{extX[ Area[X]
4GN

+ Sm[Rad ∪ Island]}

Island

Rad Rad

X

SHawking[Rad] = Sm[Rad] SIsland[Rad] =
Area[X]

4GN
+ Sm[Rad ∪ Island]

VS

Sgen



Thermal entropy bound is satisfied

The Page Curve!

Time

SIsland[Rad] =
Area[X]

4GN
+ Sm[Rad ∪ Island]

SHawking[Rad] = Sm[Rad]

SvN[Rad] = min{SHawking[Rad], SIsland[Rad]}
tPage



Hawking’s method:


New method:

Relaxing Hawking’s assumption

ρRad → ⟨ρRad⟩gs SHawking = − tr [⟨ρRad⟩gs
ln⟨ρRad⟩gs]

ρRad → ⟨ρRad⟩gs

SRad = − ⟨tr [ρRad ln ρRad]⟩gs

= SHawking + SIsland

1. 2.

1.

2.



Gravity 
path integral SThermal =
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The gravity path integral is self-consistent, so far.

Gravity 
path integral SThermal =

AreaH

4GN

SvN[ρQBH] ≤
AreaH

4GN

Black hole 
evaporation



From the gravitational path integral


Abstract version of a completely evaporated black hole

The “How”

Interior Exterior

Interior Hawking particle

Exterior Hawking particle

∼
1

k

k

∑
i=1

| ii⟩in,out



External density matrix:


Purity:

Compute the Purity
ρext = Trint |Ψ⟩⟨Ψ |

Tr[ρ2
ext] = 𝒪(1/k) + (Tr[ρext])2

Tr[ρ2
ext] =

Hawking

Island 
or Wormhole= 1/k + 1



Origin of the area term is the same as that of Gibbons-Hawking 
— It comes from a Euclidean section of the path integral.


Just as with Gibbons-Hawking, there is no microscopic 
understanding of the formula.


The gravity path integral is good at computing numbers, like the 
entropy, but not is telling us what the exact state of the Hawking 
radiation is.


Results consistent with the Central Dogma

Comments
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Thanks!








